
Industry-leading data cleansing tool to help you quickly  
& easily manage BOMs & AVLs

IHS CAPS+4D Connect gives organizations a powerful, industry-

leading tool to automatically cleanse Bills of Materials (BOMs) 

and Approved Vendor Lists (AVLs) via custom cleansing and 

trimming rules allowing users to connect their internally-authored 

data to the supply chain. Used by global supply chain professionals 

and component engineers alike, it reduces time spent cleansing and 

matching to manufacturer’s orderable part numbers by up to 10X! 

With IHS CAPS+4D Connect, you can say goodbye to the days of 

not finding matched parts due to missing manufacturer name or 

part numbers with extra characters or codes and hello to increased 

efficiency in finding the electronic components you need for your 

product designs and projects.

“IHS CAPS+4D Connect allows 
component engineering to view all part 
changes in one tool. Automated alerts 
provide email notifications of part data 
changes. We will never miss a last-time 
buy date again!”  
Component engineer, Major OEM

IHS CAPS+4D Connect

IHS CAPS+4D Connect provides a fast visual reference by highlighting years  
to end-of-life and years to single-source in red, yellow and green.
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For more information

www.ihs.com
Worldwide: +1 303 397 2896

U.S: +1 877 413 5184

Email: CAPSContentSales@ihs.com

How Does CAPS+4D Connect Help Mitigate  
Industry Problems?
CAPS+4D Connect provides a comprehensive automated 
workflow which puts you in control of the decision making 
process. Using CAPS+4D Connect and its unparalleled 
repeatable trim and search capability, Procurement and 
Component engineers can quickly and accurately scrub their 
parts lists against the comprehensive IHS CAPS database for 
the exact part or alternate matches that affect your organization.  
CAPS+4D Connect ensures that only the parts you require in your 
BOMs and AVLs will impact your organization, reducing the time, 
cost and frustration related to unnecessary notifications on part 
information you don’t need.

IHS CAPS+4D Connect Alerts
IHS CAPS+4D Connect issues automatic email alerts when any 
of your components have a change in product change notification 
(PCN), end of life (EOL), last order date, last shipment date and 
manufacturer status of any captured parametric field.

ODBC Brings Your Lists Into One Place
Using CAPS+4D Connect ODBC feature, you can bring together 
parts lists from various data sources within your organization in 
order to import, scrub and compare you data from a wide variety 
of database and file formats. No longer do you need to export 
your data and reimport into a new data source in order to get the 
data you need. CAPS+4D Connect lets you access and organize 
this data in one place, quickly.

Rely on IHS CAPS Component Data for current, 
complete and relevant component information.

IHS CAPS+4D Connect provides a comprehensive view that allows you to quickly validate 
& cleanse exceptions in your BOM or CPL.


